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July 9th 90

To Miss Helen S...n.

Mum

Glad you went to the Unit...h

I wish you...
I just returned from Point Pearce Mission Station.

Results of trip very satisfactory concerning limited

lens at my disposal that I am a perfect stranger
to the blacks (who by the way are mostly yellow)

excellent prospects of real good work later on

unfortunately two oldest & best informed

men absent just now. We'll send along notes

as soon as shows time to make legible copy.

And Mr. Howell why he calls the tribe Adyadura

the blacks tell me it in Narrungooa. It is making

some enquiries through all managers of the Station but

am doubtful if he will get satisfactory replies.

- No malice desire - Be prepared for startling

statements about taking of totem in which there is

clearly a proprietary interest as also in a number

of sub totems. Wish you were here tonight to hear

it all over. Yrs ever. F. E. G.